
Bolia presents: Merge Chair, Track Table & Coupe Bar Trolley
Bringing elegance to the dining room with luxurious oak wood

The Merge dining chair, Track Wood table and Coupe bar trolley are the latest additions to Bolia’s 
AW23 collection. The first features timelessly rounded volumes, the second is a feat of simplicity, and 
the third will be with its users every step of the way. These three pieces are the work of Italian designers 
Giulia Pesce and Ruggero Bastita of Studio Nooi.

Merge, Track Wood and Coupe follow the fundamental principles of the AW23 collection by Bolia: these three 
pieces speak to the senses and invite us to put the outside world on hold. With this collection, Bolia develops its 
minimalist, timeless character, placing great emphasis on wood and blending Scandinavian and Japanese design 
traditions. A tribute to the home, our calm refuge, these three designs have been hand-finished by some of Eu-
rope’s finest craftsmen- and women. Bolia is inspired by nature, and respect for it is a key focus of all its work: 
the brand offers high-quality, long-lasting designs made from natural, certified materials – in this case, FSC® 
certified oak.

Merge is a simple but refined dining chair. It exudes timeless minimalism and durable design. Smooth and 
rounded volumes enhance the aesthetic qualities of handcrafted solid oak. Its padded seat can be upholstered in 
a choice of fabric or leather. Merge will bring a timeless, warm presence to spaces of all kinds.

The clean lines of the Track Wood table are accentuated by its luxurious solid oak. Its visual lightness comes 
from a sleek design and carefully thought-out proportions. Two extension leaves, an eye-catching addition to the 
design, add geometric balance. Track Wood is a table of exceptional strength and durability, truly built to last.

Coupe is an elegant low shelf with wheels. It can be used as a flexible storage or as a bar- or serving trolley. The 
rounded shelves feature a gracefully raised rim that keeps objects in place while providing a satisfying, stylish 
finish. Coupe is ideal for dining in the room of your choice, or for displaying books and decorative objects.

Bolia.com

Bolia.com is a Danish design company with 82 design stores across Europe as well as online shops in 30 
countries and exclusive dealers in more than 50 countries around the world. 

The Bolia design collective includes world-renowned international designers who share a passion for 
longevity, handcrafted quality, and sustainable solutions. In close collaboration, two annual collections 
are created; always inspired by the ever-changing Scandinavian landscapes, and with every design tai-

lor-made to fit the customer’s needs
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